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Introduction
The Essential Services Commission of South Australia (ESCOSA or the
Commission) is an independent statutory authority, established under the
Essential Services Commission Act 2002, with regulatory responsibilities for
essential services in South Australia.
One of the Commission’s functions is to set electricity standing contract prices
under the Electricity Act 1996. The standing contract is a statutory arrangement
under which any residential or small business customers who have not entered
into a market‐based contract with a licensed electricity retailer are able to
purchase electricity from AGL South Australia Pty Ltd under terms, conditions
and prices regulated by the Commission.
On 15 June 2012 the Commission announced that it had decided to commence
an investigation of the wholesale electricity component of the retail costs that
make up the standing contract price. The review was prompted by the
Commission’s belief that recent developments in the wholesale electricity market
suggested that the forward cost of wholesale electricity was potentially materially
lower than what was assumed by the Commission in making its initial price
determination.

1.1

Frontier’s engagement
To assist in this review Frontier Economics (Frontier) has been engaged by
ESCOSA to determine the energy purchase cost that a prudent retailer in South
Australia would be expected to face to supply small retail customers in 2012/13
and 2013/14. The energy purchase cost should be based on the efficient mix of
financial contracts (swaps and caps) that a retailer would purchase in order to
hedge the risk associated with supplying the standing contract customer load.
Frontier has determined the energy purchase cost for three forecasts of the load
shape for small retail customers in 2012/13 and 2013/14. These three forecasts
represent three different ‘probability of exceedences’ (POEs) for peak demand: a
10% POE, a 50% POE and a 90% POE.
We have also determined the stand-alone LRMC of meeting the expected or
‘POE50’ load shape for small retail customers and the cost of complying with
obligations under the LRET scheme.
This draft report sets out Frontier’s methodology and estimates of each of the
above components. All costs are presented in $2012/13 at the node.
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Structure of this report
This report is structured as follows:
 Section 2 provides an overview of the modelling approach Frontier has used

in estimating the stand-alone LRMC and market-based energy purchase cost
of meeting the standing contract load.
 Section 3 presents and discusses sources of key input assumptions used in the

modelling.
 Section 4 presents results of an analysis of the stand-alone LRMC of meeting

the standing contract load in South Australia.
 Section 5 presents results of an analysis of the market-based energy purchase

cost of meeting the standing contract load in South Australia across three
POE load forecasts.
 Section 6 presents cost estimates that a retailer serving the standing contract

load in South Australia would face in complying with the LRET and SRES
schemes.
 Section 7 reports the assumed ancillary and NEM fees.
 Section 8 provides a summary of Frontier’s advice to ESCOSA regarding the

stand-alone LRMC, market-based energy purchases cost and LRET
compliance cost of serving the standing contract load in South Australia.
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Overview of modelling approach
As discussed in Section 1.1, Frontier’s advice to ESCOSA for this review
considers two approaches to estimating the cost of serving the standing contract
customer load in South Australia:
 the stand-alone LRMC of generation to supply the standing contract

customer load
 the market-based energy purchase cost to supply the standing contract

customer load.
This section provides a brief overview of the modelling approaches used by
Frontier to estimate the stand-alone LRMC to supply the standing contract
customer load and the market-based energy purchase cost to supply the standing
contract customer load.

2.1

Frontier Economics’ energy market models
For the purposes of estimating energy costs, Frontier adopts a three-staged
modelling approach, which makes use of three inter-related electricity market
models: WHIRLYGIG, SPARK and STRIKE. The key features of these models
are as follows:
 WHIRLYGIG optimises total generation cost in the electricity market,

calculating the least cost mix of existing plant and new plant options to meet
load. WHIRLYGIG provides an estimate of LRMC, including the cost of any
plant required to meet modelled regulatory obligations such as the LRET.
 SPARK uses game theoretic techniques to identify optimal and sustainable

bidding behaviour by generators in the electricity market. SPARK determines
the optimal pattern of bidding by having regard to the reactions by generators
to discrete changes in bidding behaviour by other generators. The model
determines profit outcomes from all possible actions (and reactions to these
actions) and finds equilibrium bidding outcomes based on game theoretic
techniques. An equilibrium is a point at which no generator has any incentive
to deviate. The output of SPARK is a set of equilibrium dispatch and
associated spot price outcomes.
 STRIKE uses portfolio theory to identify the optimal portfolio of available

electricity purchasing options (which can include spot purchases, derivatives
and physical products) to meet a given load shape under a given spot price
forecast. STRIKE provides a range of efficient purchasing outcomes for
different levels of risk, where risk relates to the levels of variation of expected
purchase costs.
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The relationship between Frontier’s three electricity market models is
summarised in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Frontier's energy modelling framework
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* Plant output from WHIRLYGIG and SPARK differs due to different assumptions about bidding behaviour.

To estimate the LRMC of serving the standing contract customer load Frontier
uses WHIRLYGIG under a “stand-alone” LRMC approach. The stand-alone
approach assumes that there is no existing plant to meet the regulated load.
Under this approach, the load used to estimate LRMC is the POE50 standing
contract customer load, and the LRMC is the cost of serving an incremental
increase to this load shape1 with a hypothetical new least-cost generation system.
To estimate the market-based energy purchase costs, Frontier uses STRIKE,
which identifies the least cost portfolio of electricity purchasing options for each
level of risk. An important input into the estimation of energy purchase costs is a
forecast of future spot prices. In order to forecast spot prices, Frontier uses
SPARK, which applies game theoretic techniques to forecast spot price outcomes
in the market.

1

Note that the incremental increase to the standing contract customer load is an increase that has the
same shape as the standing contract customer load. In other words, it is an increment to demand
that has a shape across the year, rather than an increment that is flat across the year.

Overview of modelling approach
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Input assumptions
Frontier’s determination of the stand-alone LRMC and market-based energy
purchase cost is to be based on input assumptions that are, to the extent possible,
public information. Frontier has also, to the extent possible:
● Adopted input assumptions that are more likely to be used reasonably
broadly across the industry. Adopting input assumptions from these sources
is likely to better facilitate the comparison of our modelling results with
forecasts or modelling from other sources.
● Used the most recent input assumptions available at the time the modelling
was undertaken (within the constraint of using publicly available and industry
standard assumptions).
With the above in mind, for the purposes of this review Frontier has relied on
the following assumptions sources:
 AEMO, 2012 National Electricity Forecasting Report (AEMO 2012 NEFR). This

is the source for system demand forecasts used in Frontier’s modelling. This
inaugural document from AEMO forms the system demand forecasting used
in the 2012 AEMO Electricity Statement of Opportunities.
 AEMO, 2012 National Transmission Network Development Plan Consultation Report

and associated data workbooks (AEMO 2012 NTNDP). As part of its annual
National Transmission Network Development Plan studies, AEMO releases
a suite of input assumptions that it relies on in conducting its planning
analysis. This is the source of the majority of the generation plant input
assumptions, including:
● Existing plant operating parameters, operating costs and fuel costs
● Entrant plant operating parameters, capital costs, operating costs and fuel
costs.
 AEMO, 2011 National Transmission Network Development Plan Consultation Report

and associated data workbooks (AEMO 2011 NTNDP). In some cases Frontier
has had to rely on the AEMO 2011 NTNDP where information has not
been updated in the 2012 report. These assumptions include:
● Maximum installed capacity by location for entrant generation
technologies
● Maximum annual capacity factors for entrant generation technologies by
location and, additionally in the case of wind generation, by wind tranche.
 Commonwealth Government, Clean Energy Future legislative package and

announcements. This is the source for the fixed carbon price during the
initial three years of the carbon pricing scheme and also the source of the
announced floor prices for the first three years of the floating price period.
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The remainder of this section sets out the modelling assumptions that Frontier
has used in its modelling for this review.

3.1

Inflation rate
Frontier’s advice to ESCOSA is provided in 2012/13 dollars. Where it has been
necessary to convert costs or prices into 2012/13 dollars, Frontier has used an
assumed inflation rate of 2.5%. This is the mid-point of the Reserve Bank of
Australia’s annual inflation target and is an industry standard assumption. Both
AEMO in its NTNDP reports and the Commonwealth Government in its Clean
Energy Future carbon pricing scheme rely on the same rate.

3.2

Discount rate
WHIRLYGIG optimises the total system costs of meeting demand over the
entire modelling period. Total system costs are calculated as a net present cost in
a specified base year using an assumed discount rate. The objective to be
minimised by the model is the net present cost.
Frontier has assumed a pre-tax, real discount rate of 7.1% to discount future
values for the optimisation process. This is consistent with the generation WACC
recently adopted by IPART in undertaking its annual review of regulated retail
electricity prices in New South Wales.2

3.3

System demand forecasts
Frontier has used energy and maximum demand projections for each NEM
region based on the AEMO 2012 NEFR. Frontier has used the medium growth
projections from the AEMO 2012 NEFR for the purposes of determining
energy projections across the NEM. Frontier has relied on the 10%, 50% and
90% POE projections of Summer and Winter peak demand in each NEM region
for the three POE scenarios modelled.

3.4

Forecast load shape
In order to calculate both a stand-alone LRMC and market-based energy
purchase cost of serving the standing contract customer load, it is necessary to
have a correlated set of forecast standing contract customer load and system (i.e.
NEM-wide) load shapes.
The correlation between standing contract customer load and system demand is
important in calculating the market-based energy purchase cost of serving the
2

IPART, Changes in regulated electricity retail prices from 1 July 2012, June 2012, p101.
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standing contract customer load. This is because the system demand shape is
largely what drives the level and shape of system prices. System prices, in
combination with the standing contract customer load shape, ultimately drives
the energy purchase cost of serving the standing contract customer load. The
more highly correlated the standing contract customer load shape and system
prices are, all else being equal, the higher the expected energy purchase cost.
As noted in Section 1.1, ESCOSA requested that Frontier provide the energy
purchase cost of serving the standing contract customer load in South Australia
across three POE forecasts – a 10% POE, a 50% POE and a 90% POE. While
AEMO provides forecasts of maximum demand on a regional basis across the
NEM for the above POEs, an equivalent POE forecast for the standing contract
customer load was not available. For this reason, Frontier has generated the three
POE forecasts for the standing contract customer load for this review using the
following methodology.
Step 1: Creating historical standing contract load shapes
The standing contract customer load applies to loads in South Australia smaller
than 160 MWh per year. The majority of these customers are residential and
small business customers who are metered on accumulation meters. For this
reason, obtaining an actual load shape that reflects the standing contract
customer load is not possible. As a proxy for the standing contract customer
load, Frontier has relied on the load profiles published by AEMO for the Net
System and Controlled load in ETSA’s distribution area. Frontier has used Net
System and Controlled load profile data from the period 1 January 2003 to 31
December 2011. An aggregate ‘small customer’ load shape was created by
combining the Net System and Controlled load profiles. This was done in
accordance with the historical annual energy split between Net System and
Controlled load as supplied by ESCOSA.
Step 2: Generating synthetic load shapes via Monte Carlo process
Using the 9 complete years of historical load data described in Step 1, Frontier
generated 5,000 ‘synthetic’ annual load shapes using a Monte Carlo sampling
process. A synthetic annual load shape was constructed by randomly drawing a
historical day in the corresponding month for each day in the forecast period.
For example, the first day of the synthetic forecast load shape is 1 January 2013
which is a Tuesday in January. In order to populate this day with data, a
(uniform) random draw from all the previous Tuesday’s in January over the
period 1 January 2003 to 31 December 2011 was taken. This process was
repeated for each day in the synthetic forecast shape to create 1 synthetic annual
load shape. This process was then in turn repeated 5,000 times. By sampling an
entire day of load data we preserve the intra-day load shape and by sampling
from the same day type and month we account for the fact that the shape of load
across months and seasons are important drivers of the cost of serving load.

Draft
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Step 3: Selecting three shapes – a POE10, POE50 and POE90
In order to select a POE10, POE50 and POE90 load shape from the 5,000
synthetic shapes generated in Step 2, each annual load shape was summarised by
two statistics: (i) the annual energy under the shape and (ii) the ratio of the
average level of load across the whole year to the average load in the top 100
hours in the year.
The second statistic is a form of load factor, which is commonly calculated as the
ratio of the average to the maximum level of load. The load factor for a given
level of energy is a measure of how ‘peaky’ the load shape is – the lower the load
factor, the relatively higher is peak demand as compared to average demand. In
this case, when selecting the POE10, POE50 and POE90 load shapes, we have
considered the average demand in the top 100 hours rather than demand in the
top half-hour. The reason for this is to ensure that across the three POE load
shapes there is material divergence in the expected cost to serve load. Selecting
the POE load shapes with consideration to the average demand in the top 100
hours ensures that, for a reasonably large number of half-hours in the year, there
is material divergence in the level of peak demand between the load shapes.
Figure 2: Selecting load shapes for the POE10, POE50 and POE90 cases
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Percnetile ranking
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Source: Frontier Economics
Note: The load factor reported in Figure 2 and the load factor reported in Figure 3 are calculated on a
different basis. In Figure 2 the load factor is calculated as Average load / Average load in top 100 hours. In
Figure 3 the load factor is calculated as Average load / Peak half-hourly load.

Having calculated the above two statistics for each of the 5,000 load shapes the
shapes were ranked in order of their load factors and those shapes whose annual
energy were material outliers were excluded. The POE10 shape was taken as the
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10th percentile of the final ranking, the POE50 as the 50th percentile and the
POE90 as the 90th percentile. The distribution of load factors, and the three POE
shapes selected, is outlined in Figure 2.
Step 4: Accounting for trends in energy and peak
Steps 1-3 above involve repeatedly sampling out of a set of historical Net System
and Controlled load profile data to generate three POE forecasts of the standing
contract customer load shape. Since this process relies on historical load data,
Frontier has investigated the extent to which possible changes to the shape of
load over time, for example due to increasing penetration of air conditioners
leading to rising levels of peak demand or increasing penetration of rooftop
photovoltaics leading to falling energy demand, needs to be accounted for.
Figure 3: Trend in energy and peak demand for small customers in South Australia
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y = -0.038ln(x) + 0.46
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Source: AEMO profile data, Frontier Economics analysis
‘ – based on peak demand in summer 2012 and an estimate annual demand for 2012
* – based on Frontier’s forecasts.

Outlined in Figure 3 is a plot of annual load factors of the combined Net System
and Controlled load profiles for ETSA’s distribution area. Based on the last 9
years of data there is an apparent downward trend in the load factors of this load
shape – i.e. peak demand has been growing faster than average energy demand.
As noted above, this is likely a consequence of:
● Increasing
penetration of energy-intensive appliances such as airconditioners (which increases peak demand more than average demand)
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● More recently, increasing penetration of roof-top photovoltaic systems,
which reduces average energy consumption generally by more than peak
consumption due to the pattern and timing of PV output.
To account for this trend Frontier has scaled the three POE load shapes selected
in Step 3 to the target load factors outlined in Figure 3. These target load factors
reflect a log-trend forecast of historical annual load factors. We have chosen a log
trend to account for the fact that there is a natural limit to the level of load factor
degradation– a linear trend would imply that at some point in the future the load
factor would reach levels implausibly (and ultimately impossibly) low.
Step 5: Correlating small customer load to system demand
The final stage in the load profile construction process is to correlate NEM
demand and prices with the three POE forecasts of small-customer load in South
Australia. This process involves mapping each synthetic half-hour of smallcustomer load across each POE generated in Step 3 to the actual NEM demand
and prices in that half-hour. For this purpose we have relied on public halfhourly demand and price data published by AEMO. This process ensures that
when modelling system prices in SPARK that the system demand shape used
under each POE scenario is correctly correlated with the load shape we have
used to represent the standing contract customer load.

3.5

Existing NEM generation plant
Frontier has used the latest information available from AEMO’s website3 on
existing and committed scheduled and semi-scheduled generation plant in each
region of the NEM. This source provides both the identity of existing and
committed generation plant and the summer and winter capacity of these
generation plant.
In addition, Frontier’s models require key technical and cost information for
existing generation plant. The required technical information for existing
generation plant includes the following:
 Expected outage rates
 Heat rates
 Emissions intensity
 Auxiliary power use.

3

AEMO, Tables of Existing and Committed Scheduled and Semi Scheduled Generation – by Region.
Available from: http://www.aemo.com.au/data/gendata.shtml
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The required cost information for existing generation plant is the following:
 Variable operating and maintenance costs
 Fuel costs.

For each of these, Frontier has relied on the AEMO 2012 NTNDP report.
In addition to these assumptions on cost and technical information, Frontier’s
modelling also requires information on industry structure and ownership of
existing generation plant. Frontier maintains an up-to-date database of generation
portfolio ownership in the NEM. This database reflects recent changes to
portfolio ownership structure including AGL’s acquisition of Loy Yang A Power
Station.

3.6

New generation plant
Frontier has used the AEMO 2012 NTNDP as the basis for the majority of input
assumptions for new entrant generation plant. As with the existing generation
technologies, for each of the new entrant generation technologies Frontier’s
models require key technical and cost information.
The required technical information for new entrant generation plant includes the
following:
 Expected outage rates
 Heat rates
 Emissions intensity
 Auxiliary power use.

The required cost information for new entrant generation plant includes the
following:
 Capital costs
 Fixed operating and maintenance costs
 Variable operating and maintenance costs
 Fuel costs.

In the case of capital and fuel costs for entrant generators, AEMO provides
forecasts across 6 cases or “states of the world”. Frontier has used capital and
fuel cost forecasts from Scenario 3, which is AEMO’s “planning” case under the
NTNDP.
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Carbon price
With the passage of the Clean Energy Act there is now certainty about the level
of the carbon price for the first three years of the scheme (2012/13 to 2014/15).
Past this point the scheme moves into the flexible price period, where Australia’s
domestic carbon price will be set by the world price due to international linkage
under the scheme.
The focus of the majority of this review falls within the fixed-price period of the
scheme. The one exception to this is the need to forecast the LRMC of the
LRET, which is driven by the long-run cost of meeting the LRET scheme. Due
to the interaction between the LRET scheme and carbon price, the assumed
long-run carbon price directly impacts the long-run cost of meeting the LRET,
and hence impacts the forecast of the LRMC of the LRET.
At present the world’s largest carbon market, the EU ETS, is experiencing
considerably low permit prices due largely to a slowdown in economic growth in
the region – this is shown in Figure 4. Permits are currently trading at around
€8/tCO2-e which equates to just under $AUD10/tCO2-e. Due to the current
low international price of permits and the considerable uncertainty regarding the
future possible price of permits, for the purpose of this review Frontier has
modelled a low long-run domestic carbon price in order to forecast the price of
LGCs under the LRET scheme.
Figure 4: EU ETS – daily closing price of certificates (€nominal)
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Source: http://www.forexpros.com/commodities/carbon-emissions-historical-data
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Frontier has assumed that, for the first three years after the fixed price period
(2015-16 to 2017-18) Australia’s domestic carbon price is set by the legislated
floor price of the scheme ($15/tCO2-e nominal in 20116-16, rising at 4% per
annum in real terms). We assume that the floor price will be extended past the
first three years of the floating price period (continuing to grow at 4% pa in real
terms) and that Australia’s domestic carbon price will be set by this floor price
over the forecast modelling horizon. This carbon price path is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Assumed carbon price trajectory ($2012/13)
Legislated fixed prices

Legislated floor prices

Assumed extended floor prices

Carbon price ($AUD/tCO2-e, $2013)
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Source: Clean Energy Future legislative package, Frontier Economics

The assumption of an enduringly-low international carbon price reflects the
current state of global inaction on carbon abatement. As noted above, the longrun carbon price is only relevant for forecasting the price of LGCs over the
period 2012/13 and 2013/14. The stand-alone LRMC and market-based energy
purchase cost estimates of serving the standing contract customer load in
2012/13 and 2013/14 are based on the actual legislated carbon prices in these
years.

3.8

LRET target
The LRET target modelled (Figure 6) takes into account the most up-to-date
legislated changes to the scheme, including recent changes to the treatment of
waste coal mine gas under the scheme. The modelled target also factors in the
current surplus of LGC certificates as published by the scheme regulator the
Clean Energy Regulator (CER).
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Figure 6: LRET target
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Source: CER, Frontier Economics.
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Stand-alone LRMC
Frontier has estimated the stand-alone LRMC of serving the standing contract
customer load in 2012/13 and 2013/14.
The stand-alone LRMC approach estimates the cost of developing an entirely
new generation system – at least-cost – to serve just the standing contract
customer load shape.
At the outset, we note that the LRMC of serving the standing contract load will
be higher than the LRMC of serving the total South Australian system load. The
higher cost of serving the standing contract customer load shape is driven by the
greater ‘peakiness’ of the standing contract customer load shape compared with
the system load shape. This is because the standing contract load shape only
reflects the consumption patterns of small residential and business customers; it
does not include customers with ‘flatter’ load shapes, such as commercial and
industrial loads. As a result, the least-cost mix of generation capacity to serve the
standing contract customer load shape includes a larger proportion of ‘peaking’
capacity than the least-cost mix of generation to serve the total system load
shape. Since this peaking capacity is only needed to serve a small number of peak
demand hours and otherwise remains idle for most of the year, it results in a
relatively high cost. In contrast, a flatter load shape (such as one serving
commercial and industrial customers) can utilise generation capacity that runs to
a higher average capacity factor, thereby reducing the LRMC to serve.

4.1

Input assumptions
Frontier has relied on the same input assumptions in calculating the stand-alone
LRMC as used in the SPARK modelling used to generate price forecasts for the
market-based approach.
A brief recap of the source of key input assumptions:
 Entrant capital costs – AEMO 2012 NTNDP “Scenario 3”
 Entrant fuel costs – AEMO 2012 NTNDP “Scenario 3”
 Carbon price – legislated fixed prices from the Clean Energy Future legislative

package
 Load shape – Frontier has used the POE50 standing contract customer load

shape developed for the market-based purchase cost approach. The load
shape used is highly representative of the average annual small customer load
shape experienced over the last 9 years in South Australia.
In addition to the above, Frontier has assumed that a 15% margin is required
over-and-above peak demand in order to ensure reliability targets are met. In
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practice this means that the model must build capacity to meet 115% of peak
demand in a given year.

4.2

Investment to serve standing contract customer
load
Outlined in Figure 7 is the efficient mix of generation capacity required to meet
the standing contract customer load shape in 2012/13 and 2013/14. Capacity and
demand are represented as a percentage of maximum demand in each year.
The least-cost investment mix in each year is almost identical, given the very
similar load shapes (the 2013/14 load shape is marginally peakier, to account for
a long-term increase in peak demand relative to annual energy as discussed in
Section 3.4).
Figure 7: Investment to serve standing contract customer load
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Frontier has assumed that a 15% reserve margin must be met to ensure annual reliability levels are
not violated. In practice this means that the model must build sufficient capacity to meet 115% of
forecast peak demand.
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Long-run marginal cost of serving standing
contract customer load
Outlined in Figure 8 is a breakdown of the LRMC of serving the standing
contract customer load in South Australia over the period 2012/13 and 2013/14.
The LRMC has been broken down into (i) capital and fixed operating costs, (ii)
fuel and variable operating costs and (iii) the cost of carbon.
Figure 8: Long-run marginal cost of serving standing contract customer load
($2012/13)
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Based on the input assumptions outlined above and in Section 3, Frontier
forecasts that the LRMC of serving the standing contract customer load in South
Australia is $87.68 for 2012/13 and $88.63 for 2013/14, expressed in $2012/13
dollars. The LRMC of serving the standing contract customer load is marginally
higher in 2013/14 as compared to 2012/13 due to:
● The marginally peakier load shape assumed in 2013/14 (see Section 3.4 for
discussion)
● A rising real gas price (the average entrant CCGT gas price in South Australia
is $5.51/GJ in 2012/13 and $5.54/GJ in 2013/14, expressed in $2012/13
dollars).
● A rising real carbon price (the carbon price is $23/tCO2-e in 2012/13 and
$23.56/tCO2-e in 2013/14, expressed in $2012/13 dollars).
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Market-based energy purchase cost
Market-based energy purchase costs are the costs that retailers face in buying
energy from the wholesale market, including the hedging contracts that retailers
enter into to manage their risk. The estimation of market-based energy purchase
costs can be separated into two broad steps:
 forecasting spot prices
 based on these forecast spot prices, and the standing contract customer load,

determining an efficient hedging strategy and the cost and risk associated
with that hedging strategy.
This section sets out the results of Frontier’s approach to estimating the marketbased energy purchase cost to serve the standing contract customer load.

5.1

Spot price forecasts
As discussed earlier, Frontier uses SPARK to forecast spot electricity prices.
SPARK reflects the dispatch operations and price-setting process that occurs in
the NEM. Unlike other models, however, generator bidding behaviour is a
modelling output from SPARK, rather than an input assumption. That is,
SPARK calculates a set of optimal (i.e. sustainable) generator bids for all
representative market conditions. As the market conditions change, so does the
optimal set of bids. SPARK finds the optimal bidding set using standard game
theoretic techniques.

5.1.1 Spot prices under the POE50 case
Price forecast results for the POE50 case for 2012/13 and 2013/14 for the South
Australian region of the NEM from SPARK are presented in Figure 9 and Figure
10. These charts show, for each forecast year:
● Frontier’s forecast of the time-weighted annual average spot price in South
Australia
● The past 3 months of d-cyphaTrade base swap prices
● The past 3 months of d-cyphaTrade base swap prices discounted by 5 per
cent.
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Frontier has presented d-cyphaTrade base swap prices discounted by 5 per cent
to account for the contract premium that is embedded in contract prices. The
contract premium is an unobservable characteristic of contract prices and a
difficult parameter to accurately model or estimate.
Historically, as noted by the AER5, contract premiums for swap products traded
on d-cyphaTrade have tended to be on the order of $2/MWh. Frontier assumes
a 5% contract premium – this equates to a marginally higher implied contract
premium of around $3/MWh6, based on the most recent prices for base swaps in
South Australia.
Prices for 2013/14 have been further discounted by 2.5% to convert to
$2012/13 dollars.
Figure 9: Frontier spot price forecast – South Australia 2012/13 ($2012/13)
Frontier forecast
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Source: Frontier Economics, d-cyphaTrade

Figure 9 and Figure 10 show that Frontier’s forecasts of spot prices for South
Australia over the period are slightly higher than the most recent d-cyphaTrade
base swap prices in South Australia.

5

AER, State of the Energy Market 2009, p103.

6

On 23 August 2012 base swaps for 2012/13 traded at $62.49 and for 2013/14 at $58.60.
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Figure 10: Frontier POE50 spot price forecast – South Australia 2013/14 ($2012/13)
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Source: Frontier Economics, d-cyphaTrade

5.1.2 Spot prices under all POE cases
In order to quantify the energy purchase cost under the POE10 and POE90 load
forecasts Frontier has also forecast South Australian spot prices under a POE10
and POE90 system demand forecast. The results are shown in Figure 11.
Figure 11: Frontier spot price forecasts – all POEs ($2012/13)
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Source: Frontier Economics
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As expected, the forecast spot prices are highest in the POE10 demand case.
This is due to tighter demand-supply conditions leading to higher average-cost
dispatch, and also due to an increased ability for strategic generators to profitably
withhold capacity to increase prices given the tighter market conditions.
Prices in the POE90 case are only marginally lower than in the POE50 case. This
reflects the current loose supply-demand balance in the market, driven by falling
energy demand and rising low-cost renewable supply due to the LRET scheme.

5.2

Contract prices
As discussed above, Frontier utilises STRIKE, our portfolio optimisation model,
to determine the efficient mix of hedging products that a retailer would enter into
to serve the standing contract customer load over the period of the review.
STRIKE quantifies the energy costs and risks associated with each of these
efficient mixes.
A key input into STRIKE, in addition to a spot price forecast and load shape, is
the availability and price of contracts that retailers can use to hedge that load
shape.
For this review Frontier has assumed that a retailer can hedge the standing
contract customer load using the following contracts:
● Peak and off-peak swaps by quarter, with peak being defined as 7am to 10pm
Monday-Friday, excluding public holidays
● Flat $300 caps by quarter.
For this review Frontier has considered three approaches to calculating contract
prices and premiums for use in STRIKE:
● Marked-to-market
● Rolling average
● Trade-weighted average.
Each of these approaches is further explained below.

5.2.1 Marked-to-market approach
The marked-to-market approach sets contract prices according to the most upto-date contract price information available at the time of the modelling. For the
purposes of this review, quarterly peak and off-peak swap prices and flat
quarterly $300 cap premiums were accessed on 16 August 2012 from dcyphaTrade. The contract prices (peak, off-peak and base) and premiums
assumed under the marked-to-market approach are outlined in Table 1. Forward
prices for contracts become less reliable into the future as traded volumes are
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much lower. As of 16 August 2012 the d-cyphaTrade peak and off-peak swap
prices for 2013/14 were thinly traded. For Q2 peak contracts there was no traded
volume and what appears to be a default value for price. This default value
implied that the forward curve was inverted. That is, off-peak prices were greater
than peak prices. Using an inverted forward curve for 2013/14 would not yield a
sensible wholesale energy cost result. To resolve this issue, Frontier has used the
price of base swaps in 2013/14 and the relative premium between peak/off-peak
and base prices in 2012/13 to infer peak and off-peak prices for 2013/14.
Table 1: Contract prices and premiums – Marked-to-market approach
Financial
year (ending
30 June)

Contract
quarter

Peak swap
price
($/MWh)

Off-peak
swap price
($/MWh)

Base swap
price
($/MWh)

Flat $300 cap
premium
($/MW/hr)

Q3

$84.75

$54.75

$68.00

$2.75

Q4

$67.00

$48.21

$56.25

$6.00

Q1

$107.60

$41.43

$69.00

$19.75

Q2

$66.25

$52.06

$58.10

$2.75

Q3

$73.10*

$47.22*

$58.65

$3.40

Q4

$66.34*

$47.74*

$55.70

$8.50

Q1

$107.60*

$41.43*

$69.00

$24.35

Q2

$59.58*

$46.82*

$52.25

$2.50

2012/13

2013/14

Source: d-cyphaTrade
* Inferred from base swap prices in 2013/14 and the premium between PK/OP and base prices in 2012/13

5.2.2 Rolling average approach
The rolling average approach gives effect to the approach used by ESCOSA in
previous reviews. This approach assumes that retailers accumulate contracts over
a 3-year window in the lead-up to the start of the contract period and that, for
the purposes of determining regulated tariffs, the contracts should be priced at
the historic contract prices over this period.
Specifically, the rolling average approach assumes that retailers purchase the
required volume of contracts in the following proportions during the following
periods of time in the lead-up to the start of the contract period:
● 20% is purchased in the 6 months immediately prior to the start of the
contract
● 20% is purchased in the period 6-12 months prior to the start of the contract
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● 40% is purchased in the period 12-24 months prior to the start of the
contract
● 20% is purchased in the period 24-36 months prior to the start of the
contract.
To calculate the contract prices under the rolling average approach, Frontier
firstly calculated the average price of peak and off-peak swaps and flat $300 cap
premiums over the above time periods. When calculating average contract prices
and premiums over these time periods, all prices posted by d-cyphaTrade were
utilised, even if an associated trade at that price did not occur. This was done due
to the lack of trading liquidity for the majority of these contracts over the period
18-36 months out from the start of the contract.
Once average contract prices and premiums had been calculated for each time
period, a weighted-average price was taken based on the assumed proportionate
volume of contracts that were purchased in that time period.
The contract prices and premiums assumed under the rolling average approach
are outlined in Table 2.
Table 2: Contract prices and premiums – Rolling average approach
Financial
year (ending
30 June)

Contract
quarter

Peak swap
price
($/MWh)

Off-peak
swap price
($/MWh)

Base swap
price
($/MWh)

Flat $300 cap
premium
($/MW/hr)

Q3

$48.55

$42.87

$45.38

$3.60

Q4

$60.44

$44.93

$51.57

$8.66

Q1

$110.43

$67.28

$85.26

$29.74

Q2

$42.63

$67.01

$56.63

$3.08

Q3

$58.75*

$51.87*

$54.91

$3.80

Q4

$67.28*

$50.02*

$57.41

$8.93

Q1

$110.33*

$67.21*

$85.18

$24.15

Q2

$41.95*

$65.94*

$55.72

$2.48

2012/13

2013/14

Source: d-cyphaTrade
* Inferred from base swap prices in 2013/14 and the premium between PK/OP and base prices in 2012/13

Using this weighting approach leads to an inversion of the peak and off-peak
contract prices for Q2 of 2012/13. This anomaly is a function of the relative
price of peak and off-peak contracts at different points in time over the past
three years and the weightings applied at each of these points in time. Frontier
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believes that this outcome reduces the veracity of the wholesale energy costs that
are calculated using the rolling average approach.
As was the case with the marked to market approach, due to the very low level of
traded volumes for 2013/14 Frontier has used the rolling-average price of base
swaps in 2013/14 and the relative premium between rolling-average peak/offpeak and rolling-average base prices in 2012/13 to infer rolling-average peak and
off-peak prices for 2013/14. In the marked to market approach this ensured that
the forward curve was not inverted however that outcome is not achieved for the
rolling average case as the peak and off-peak prices are inverted in 2012/13 due
to the averaging process.

5.2.3 Trade-weighted average approach
The trade-weighted average approach uses contract prices that are a volumeweighted average, where the volume weighting used is the volume of contracts
that actually traded on d-cyphaTrade over the life of the contract. The tradeweighted and rolling average approaches differ in that under the traded-weighted
approach, only contract prices that were associated with an actual volume trade
are included in the average calculations, where the price that is included is
weighted according to the volume of trade that occurred at that price. Due to a
lack of liquidity for the majority of these contracts in the period 18-36 months
out from contract start, the trade-weighted average approach focuses on more
recent contract prices than does the rolling average approach.
The contract prices and premiums assumed under the trade-weighted approach
are outlined in Table 3.
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Table 3: Contract prices and premiums – Trade-weighted average approach
Financial
year (ending
30 June)

Contract
quarter

Peak swap
price
($/MWh)

Off-peak
swap price
($/MWh)

Base swap
price
($/MWh)

Flat $300 cap
premium
($/MW/hr)

Q3

$53.76

$40.34

$46.26

$3.13

Q4

$67.22

$39.82

$51.55

$9.14

Q1

$112.02

$42.52

$71.48

$23.71

Q2

$56.91

$50.40

$53.17

$2.47

Q3

$62.32*

$46.76*

$53.63

$3.50

Q4

$73.43*

$43.50*

$56.31

$9.00

Q1

$133.49*

$50.67*

$85.18

$24.15

Q2

$53.51*

$47.40*

$50.00

$2.48

2012/13

2013/14

Source: d-cyphaTrade
* Inferred from base swap trade-weighted prices in 2013/14 and the premium between PK/OP and base
trade-weighted prices in 2012/13

As was the case with the other two approaches, due to the very low level of
traded volumes for 2013/14 contracts Frontier has used the trade-weighted price
of base swaps in 2013/14 and the relative premium between trade-weighted
peak/off-peak and trade-weighted base prices in 2012/13 to infer trade-weighted
peak and off-peak prices for 2013/14.

5.2.4 Comparison of contract prices under the three
approaches
Of the three approaches, the marked-to-market approach best captures the way
in which an efficient retailer operating in a competitive retail market would
approach its pricing to serve the standing contract load. This is because in a
competitive retail market, the historical price paid for contracts should have no
bearing on the price at which an efficient retailer would be willing to serve an
additional customer.
In a competitive market, an efficient retailer should be willing to supply the
standing contract load at a price that reflects the current avoidable cost of serving
that load, which is informed by the current price of hedging contracts. To the
extent that a retailer operating in a competitive market offered to serve the
standing contract load at a price which reflected a contract price above the current
market price, the retailer would be undercut by rival retailers who would offer to
supply at a lower cost based on the prevailing price of hedging contracts.
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Likewise, in a competitive market, a retailer would have no incentive to serve the
standing contract load at a price which reflected a contract price below the current
market price, even if the retailer had previously acquired hedging contracts
cheaply. This is because the retailer would unnecessarily be undercutting rival
retailers who sourced their contracts at market prices. To supply customers at a
price reflecting a contract price below the market price would effectively transfer
the value of the retailer’s profitable historical contracting decisions to the load it
is serving, harming its profitability for no advantage. If the retailer continued to
offer to serve at a price that reflected a contract price below the market price, in
the long-run it would operate at a loss given its cost of supply would exceed the
price it received.
Both the rolling average and trade-weighted approaches are deviations from the
approach an efficient retailer would be expected to follow in a competitive retail
market. This is since both these approaches imply that an efficient retailer would
consider historical sunk contracting decisions when deciding, on the margin, at
what price to serve the standing contract load. In a competitive market this
situation would not be sustainable. Put another way, retailers should price their
load on the basis of marginal costs, not average costs.
In this instance the rolling average approach has also lead to a result that is
unlikely to occur in the market, that off-peak prices are less than peak prices.
This is due to the fact that the arbitrary weightings over time do not ensure that
the final peak to off-peak relationship is the same as the relationship at any point
in time.
Figure 12: Assumed contract prices and premiums – all approaches
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Trade-weighted avg Peak swap
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Source: d-cyphaTrade, Frontier Economics analysis
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The assumed contract prices and premiums under each of the three approaches
are outlined in Figure 12. In the majority of cases the prices are fairly consistent.
However, particularly for contracts in the first year of the review (2012/13),
differences in certain quarters can be material. Specifically, the marked-to-market
peak swap price in the first quarter of 2012/13 (Q3) is considerably higher than
under the other two approaches. There are also substantial differences in the
peak swap prices for the final quarter (Q2) of 2012/13. Off-peak swap prices are
typically highest in the rolling average case. This influences the estimates of
wholesale energy cost.

5.3

Determining the efficient contract mix
As discussed earlier, Frontier’s portfolio optimisation model, STRIKE, is used to
determine the efficient mix of spot exposure and contract purchases given an
assumed spot price forecast, the availability and price of contracts, and the shape
of load to be hedged.

5.3.1 The efficient frontier
STRIKE uses standard portfolio optimisation theory to construct an ‘efficient
frontier’, or risk-reward trade-off.
Figure 13: Example efficient frontier
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Source: Frontier Economics analysis

Each point on the efficient frontier reflects a different mix of pool exposure and
contract purchases, with each point reflecting a different degree of ‘reward’
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($/MWh energy purchase cost) and ‘risk’ ($/MWh standard deviation of the
energy purchase cost). Intuitively, the efficient frontier slopes downwards (from
top-left to bottom-right) since insurance costs a positive amount – purchasing
contracts to reduce risk results in an increase in the expected energy purchase
cost.
Each point on the efficient frontier reflects a different mix of pool exposure and
contract purchases, and each point on the efficient frontier is least-cost or
efficient in the sense that, for that level of risk, no lower energy purchase cost
can be achieved. Phrased in reverse, there is no mix of pool exposure and
contract purchases that can achieve the same energy purchase cost at lower risk.
While each point on the efficient frontier reflects an efficient mix of pool and
contract purchases, there is a choice as to where on the efficient frontier a given
retailer would choose to operate. This choice is a function of the retailer’s risk
preferences, which amongst other things will be influenced by management and
shareholder appetite for risk. In calculating energy purchase costs, Frontier has
taken the most conservative point on the efficient frontier – that is, the top-left
point – consistent with a risk averse contracting strategy. This is the point that
involves minimising risk to the greatest degree, and consequently involves the
highest (efficient) energy purchase cost.

5.3.2 Optimising over multiple POE load shapes
A key input into STRIKE is the shape of load to be hedged. The shape of load, in
conjunction with the spot price forecast and price and availability of contracts,
defines the extent of the efficient energy purchase cost for every level of risk. For
this review Frontier has optimised the efficient pool and contract purchase mix
across the POE10, POE50 and POE90 load shapes developed as described in
Section 3.4. In optimising across the three POE load forecasts this approach
acknowledges that ex ante a retailer does not know what future demand
conditions will be. For this reason, we assume that a retailer would seek to
efficiently hedge its forecast load across a range of possible load and associated
price outcomes. Using STRIKE to optimise over three sets of load-price shapes
means that the volatility of prices and load – and the correlation between these
two – is considered across multiple future states-of-the-world when determining
the optimal mix of pool and contract purchases.

5.4

Market-based energy purchase costs
As discussed above the final market-based energy purchase cost forecasts are
based on the conservative point of the efficient frontier. There is one efficient
frontier for each contract price approach. Consequently, the optimal mix of pool
and contract purchases at the efficient point for each contract price approach is
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different, given the different trade-off between risk and reward that can be made
under the different contract price assumptions.
Frontier has provided an estimate of the market-based energy purchase cost
across (i) the three contract price approaches described in Section 5.2 and (ii)
across the three POE load forecasts. In calculating energy purchase costs across
the three load forecasts, Frontier has settled the efficient hedge position
determined by STRIKE against the load and price forecast for that POE. The
approach adopted is schematically outlined in Figure 14.
For a given contract price case:
● STRIKE is used to optimise across all three POE load shapes to generate an
efficient frontier
● The optimal contract mix (taking into account all three POE load shapes) is
taken from the conservative point of the efficient frontier for that contract
price case
● This optimal contract mix from the conservative point is settled against the
half-hourly price and load forecast for each of the three POE forecasts. This
generates an energy purchase cost estimate for each POE forecast for that
contract price case.
Figure 14: Approach to determining energy purchase cost
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Source: Frontier Economics
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The above process is followed for each of the three contract price cases outlined
in Section 5.2. The final energy purchase costs for each contract price case for
each POE load forecast are outlined in Table 4 and Figure 15 and Figure 16.
The market-based energy purchase costs presented are comprised of the pool
purchase cost of serving the standing contract customer load and the premiums
and difference payments made on the optimal set of contracts used to hedge the
standing contract customer load for a given contract price and POE load forecast
case.
Table 4: Market-based energy purchase costs ($2012/13)
Financial year
(ending 30 June)

2012/13

2013/14

Contract price
case

POE10 load
forecast

POE50 load
forecast

POE90 load
forecast

Marked-to-market

$79.14

$74.88

$72.70

Rolling avg*

$80.65

$76.39

$74.21

Trade-weighted avg

$74.05

$69.80

$67.61

Marked-to-market

$75.89

$72.22

$70.36

Rolling avg*

$80.39

$76.72

$74.85

Trade-weighted avg

$76.64

$72.97

$71.11

Source: d-cyphaTrade
* based on input forward contract prices where Q2 peak < off-peak

As expected, the market-based energy purchase costs are highest in the POE10
case and lowest in the POE90 case. This is due to:
● Relatively high pool prices in the POE10 case and relatively low pool prices
in the POE90 case (see Figure 11)
● The peakiness of load being highest in the POE10 case and lowest in the
POE90 case.
The combined effect of high prices and peaky load in the POE10 case results in
pool exposure and difference payments on the optimal mix of contracts
generating the highest energy purchase cost. Likewise the combined effect of low
prices and less volatile load in the POE90 case combine to generate the lowest
energy purchase cost. The POE50 prices and load volatility lead to pool purchase
costs and contract difference payments that generate an energy purchase cost
that lies in between the POE10 and POE90 cases.
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Figure 15: Market-based energy purchase costs for 2012/13 ($2012/13)
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Source: Frontier Economics

Figure 16: Market-based energy purchase costs for 2013/14 ($2012/13)
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The pattern of market-based energy purchase costs across contract price cases is
driven by the relative difference in the price of contracts under each case. Since
the optimal pool and contract purchase mix changes depending on the relative
price of different contracts, the implied energy purchase cost and level of risk at
the conservative point also changes. Based on the contract prices assumed, the
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rolling average approach results in the highest market-based energy purchase
cost, followed by the marked-to-market approach and finally the trade-weighted
approach, which generates the lowest energy purchase cost estimate.
Frontier would also note that the assumed Q2 contract prices under the rolling
average approach – where the averaging process leads to peak prices being lower
than off-peak prices – reduces the veracity of this approach.
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Cost of complying with LRET and SRES
In addition to reviewing the stand-alone LRMC and market-based energy
purchase cost for 2012/13 and 2013/14, Frontier has also estimated the cost that
a retailer supplying the standing contract customer load would face in complying
with the LRET scheme and the SRES.

6.1

Overview of the LRET scheme
The LRET places a legal liability on wholesale purchasers of electricity to
proportionately contribute towards the generation of additional renewable
electricity from large-scale generators. Liable entities support additional
renewable generation through the purchase of Large-scale Generation
Certificates (LGCs). The number of LGCs to be purchased by liable entities each
year is determined by the Renewable Power Percentage (RPP), which is set each
year by the Clean Energy Regulator (CER). LGCs are created by eligible
generation from renewable energy power stations.

6.2

Approach to estimating costs of complying with
the LRET scheme
In order to calculate the cost a retailer supplying the standing contract customer
load would face in complying with the LRET, it is necessary to determine the
RPP for the retailer (which determines the number of LGCs that must be
purchased) and the cost of obtaining each LGC.

6.2.1 Renewable Power Percentage
The RPP establishes the rate of liability under the LRET and is used by liable
entities to determine how many LGCs they need to surrender to discharge their
liability each year.
The RPP is set to achieve the renewable energy targets specified in the legislation.
CER is responsible for setting the RPP for each year. The RPP for (calendar
year) 2012 has been set at 9.15%.
The Renewable Energy (Electricity) Act 2000 states that where the RPP for a year has
not been determined it should be calculated as the RPP for the previous year
multiplied by the required GWh’s of renewable energy for the current year
divided by the required GWh’s of renewable energy for the previous year. This
calculation increases the RPP in line with increases in the renewable energy target
but does not decrease the RPP to account for any growth in demand. As a result,
this calculation is likely to overestimate the RPP for a given year.
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Frontier has used the published RPP for 2012 and the renewable energy target in
2013 and 2014 to calculate the RPP for 2013 and 2014. These values have then
been averaged to arrive at the financial year RPPs set out in Table 5.
Table 5: Renewable Power Percentages
Financial year (ending 30 June)

RPP
(% of liable acquisitions)

2012/13

9.78%

2013/14

9.84%

Source: CER, Frontier analysis

6.2.2 Cost of obtaining LGCs
The cost to a retailer of obtaining LGCs can be determined either based on the
resource costs associated with creating LGCs or the price at which LGCs are
traded.
Frontier uses its least-cost investment model, WHIRLYGIG, to estimate the cost
of LGCs on the basis of the LRMC of meeting the LRET scheme. The LRMC of
meeting the LRET in any year is effectively the marginal cost of an incremental
increase in the LRET target in that year, where the incremental increase in the
LRET target can be met by incremental generation by eligible (large scale)
generators at any point in the modelling period (subject to the ability to bank and
borrow under the scheme). Modelling the LRMC of the LRET in this way
accounts for the interaction between the energy market and the market for
LGCs, including the impact that a price on carbon will have on the incremental
cost of creating an LGC.
Adopting this approach and using the same input assumptions as used to
estimate the stand-alone LRMC and market-based energy purchase cost of
serving the standing contract customer load, Frontier has forecast the LRMC of
an LGC as set out in Figure 17. On the same chart is the most up-to-date spot
price of LGCs and the most up-to-date forward curve estimate for LGCs as
published by AFMA7. As demonstrated by Figure 17, Frontier’s forecast of the
LRMC of an LGC in 2012/13 and 2013/14 is above the spot price of LGCs but
only slightly higher than the market’s expectation of the future price of LGCs
over the next two years.

7

http://www.afma.com.au/afmadata.html
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Figure 17: Comparison of Frontier’s LGC price forecast
Spot (28 August 2012)
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Source: AFMAdata, Frontier analysis

Outlined in Table 6 are Frontier’s forecast of the LRMC of an LGC in 2012/13
and 2013/14 and a resultant estimate of the cost facing a retailer serving the
standing contract customer load in meeting the LRET target in 2012/13 and
2013/14 based on the RPP’s outlined in Table 5.
Table 6: Cost of LRET scheme compliance in 2012/13 and 2013/14 ($2012/13)
Financial year
(ending 30 June)

LRMC of an LGC ($/certificate)

Cost of complying with LRET
scheme ($/MWh)

2012/13

$40.73

$3.91

2013/14

$42.35

$4.09

Source: Frontier Economics

6.3

Overview of the SRES
The SRES places a legal liability on wholesale purchasers of electricity to
proportionately contribute towards the costs of creating small-scale technology
certificates (STCs). The number of STCs to be purchased by liable entities each
year is determined by the Small-scale Technology Percentage (STP), which is set
each year by CER. STCs are created by eligible small-scale installations based on
the amount of renewable electricity produced or non-renewable energy displaced
by the installation.
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Owners of STCs can sell STCs either through the open market (with a price
determined by supply and demand) or through the STC Clearing House (with a
fixed price of $40 per STC). The STC Clearing House works on a surplus/deficit
system so that sellers of STCs will have their trade cleared (and receive their fixed
price of $40 per STC) on a first-come first-served basis.

6.4

Approach to estimating costs of complying with
the SRES
In order to calculate the cost that a retailer serving the standing contract load
would incur in complying with the SRES, it is necessary to determine the STP for
the retailer (which determines the number of STCs that must be purchased) and
the cost of obtaining each STC.

6.4.1 Small-scale Technology Percentage
The STP establishes the rate of liability under the SRES and is used by liable
entities to determine how many STCs they need to surrender to discharge their
liability each year.
The STP is determined by CER and is calculated as the percentage required in
order to remove STCs from the STC Market for the current year liability. The
STP is calculated in advance based on:
● the estimated number of STCs that will be created for the year
● the estimated amount of electricity that will be acquired for the year
● the estimated number of all partial exemptions expected to be claimed for the
year.
The STP is to be published for each compliance year by March 31 of that year.
CER must also publish a non-binding estimate of the STP for the two
subsequent compliance years by March 31. The STPs published by CER for
2012, 2013 and 2014 are set out in Table 7.
Table 7: Small-scale Technology Percentages
Calender year

STP
(% of liable acquisitions)

2012

23.96%

2013 (non-binding estimate)

7.94%

2014 (non-binding estimate)

6.10%

Source: CER
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6.4.2 Cost of STCs
The cost of STCs exchanged through the STC Clearing House is fixed at $40 (in
nominal terms). While retailers may be able to purchase STCs on the open
market at a discount to this $40, any discount would reflect the benefit to the
seller of the STC of receiving payment for the STC at an earlier date. In effect,
the retailer would achieve the discount by taking on this holding cost itself (that
is, by acquiring the STC at an earlier date). For this reason, in estimating the cost
to retailers of the SRES, Frontier has adopted an STC cost of $40. Assuming an
annual inflation rate of 2.5% the $40/STC nominal cost results in the real STC
costs set out in Table 8.
Table 8: STC costs ($2012/13)
Financial Year

STC cost

2011/12

$41.00

2012/13

$40.00

2013/14

$39.02

Source: Frontier Economics

6.4.3 Cost of complying with the SRES
In broad terms, the cost to a retailer of complying with the SRES is the STP
multiplied by the cost of STCs.
However, this is complicated by the fact that liable entities’ obligation to
surrender STCs under the SRES occurs on a quarterly basis and varies over the
course of a calendar year. Determining financial year costs therefore requires that
the cost of complying with SRES is calculated on a quarterly basis and then
aggregated to a financial year basis.
Liable entities’ quarterly obligations to surrender STCs in calendar year n are
determined as follows:
Q1 = 35% * STPn * (REAn-1 – PECn-1)
Q2 = 25% * STPn * (REAn-1 – PECn-1)
Q3 = 25% * STPn * (REAn-1 – PECn-1)
Q4 = STPn * (REAn – PECn) – (Q1 + Q2 + Q3)
Where:
STPn is the STP for year n
REAn is the retailer’s relevant acquisitions of electricity in year n
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PECn is the retailer’s PECs in MWh in year n.
Applying this methodology, and using the real STC costs set out in Table 8, the
cost each quarter of these quarterly obligations can be determined in real terms.
These quarterly costs can then be summed across financial years to provide
financial year costs of complying with the SRES.
Frontier has applied this approach to calculate the cost a retailer serving the
standing contract load would incur in complying with the SRES. The value of
PEC has been set at zero, on the basis that retail customers are not eligible for
PECs.
Using this approach and these inputs, the cost of complying with the SRES is set
out in Table 9.
Table 9: Cost of complying with the SRES ($2012/13)
Financial Year

Cost of complying with SRES ($/MWh)

2012/13

$4.65

2013/14

$2.71

Source: Frontier Economics
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Ancillary services costs and market fees
In addition to reviewing the stand-alone LRMC, market-based energy purchase
cost and cost of LRET and SRES compliance for 2012/13 and 2013/14, Frontier
has also estimated a range of other energy-related costs that a retailer supplying
the standing contract customer load would face.
This section considers the costs that a retailer supplying the standing contract
customer load would face as a result of the following:
● ancillary services costs
● NEM fees.

7.1

Ancillary services costs
Ancillary services are those services used by AEMO to manage the power system
safely, securely and reliably. Ancillary services can be grouped under the
following categories:
● Frequency Control Ancillary Services (FCAS) are used to maintain the
frequency of the electrical system
● Network Control Ancillary Services (NCAS) are used to control the voltage
of the electrical network and control the power flow on the electricity
network, and
● System Restart Ancillary Services (SRAS) are used when there has been a
whole or partial system blackout and the electrical system needs to be
restarted.
AEMO operates a number of separate markets for the delivery of FCAS and
purchases NCAS and SRAS under agreements with service providers. AEMO
publishes historic data on ancillary services costs on its web site.

7.1.1 Results of ancillary services costs
To estimate the future cost of ancillary services, Frontier has investigated the past
10 years of ancillary service cost data published by AEMO for the South
Australian region of the NEM.
Over this period ancillary service costs in South Australia have been relatively
volatile. For a large number of weeks, real ancillary service costs have been
modest, generally less than $0.20/MWh. In some weeks, however, ancillary
service costs can be an order of magnitude greater than this, rising above
$2/MWh.
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Figure 18: Historical real ancillary service costs ($2012/13)
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Source: AEMO, Frontier Economics analysis
* Partially complete year of data

Outlined in Figure 18 are average ancillary service costs by calendar year over the
period 2003 to 2012. 8 Due to the lack of obvious and stable trend in the pattern
of historical ancillary service cost data for South Australia, Frontier has used the
arithmetic average over the past 10 years of data as the best estimate for ancillary
service costs for 2012/13 and 2013/14. These estimates are outlined in Table 10.
Table 10: Ancillary service costs ($2012/13)
Financial Year

Ancillary service costs ($/MWh)

2012/13

$0.45

2013/14

$0.45

Source: Frontier Economics

7.2

NEM fees
Market fees are charged to participants in the NEM in order to recover the cost
of operating the market.

8

2003, 2009, 2010 and 2012 are only partially complete years of data.
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The market fees charged to participants are based on the budgeted revenue
requirements of AEMO. The revenue requirements are based on the operational
expenditures of AEMO and are divided into the following categories:
● general fees
● FRC fees
● National Transmission Planner fees
● National Smart Metering fees
● Electricity Consumer Advocacy Panel fees.

7.2.1 Approach to estimating NEM fees
Market fees are set out on AEMO’s website. Given the stability of underlying
operational costs, NEM fees tend to be relatively stable year-on-year. AEMO has
provided NEM fees for 2012/13 and a forecast of NEM fees for 2013/14 in its
Electricity Final Budget and Fees 2012/13 document. These estimates are outlined in
Table 11.
Table 11: NEM fees ($2012/13)
Financial Year

NEM fees ($/MWh)

2012/13

$0.39

2013/14

$0.39

Source: AEMO Electricity Final Budget and Fees 2012/13
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Summary of advice to ESCOSA
Frontier’s advice to ESCOSA in relation to the stand-alone LRMC, market-based
energy purchase cost and LRET cost facing a retailer serving the standing
contract customer load in South Australia is summarised in Table 12. All cost
estimates are presented in $/MWh and expressed in $2012/13 dollars at the
node.
Table 12: Summary of advice to ESCOSA ($/MWh, $2012/13)
Cost estimate

2012/13

2013/14

Stand-alone LRMC

$87.68

$88.63

Marked-to-market approach, POE50

$74.88

$72.22

Marked-to-market approach, POE10

$79.14

$75.89

Marked-to-market approach, POE90

$72.70

$70.36

Rolling average approach, POE50

$76.39

$76.72

Rolling average approach, POE10

$80.65

$80.39

Rolling average approach, POE90

$74.21

$74.85

Trade-weighted average approach, POE50

$69.80

$72.97

Trade-weighted average approach, POE10

$74.05

$76.64

Trade-weighted average approach, POE90

$67.61

$71.11

Compliance with LRET scheme

$3.91

$4.09

Compliance with SRES

$4.65

$2.71

Ancillary service costs

$0.45

$0.45

NEM fees

$0.39

$0.39

Market-based energy purchase costs

Source: Frontier Economics
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